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Abstract. Grid computing is a method to execute computational jobs requiring a signifi-
cant amount of computing resources and/or large sets of data. Contrary to large heteroge-
neous distributed systems, a Computational Grid has many independent resource providers
with different access policies. In addition to the size of such a Grid, the diversity of those
policies leads to a very complex allocation task that cannot be manually handled by the user.
This task does not only include the search for suitable resources but also the coordination of
the actual job execution on the selected set of resources. Therefore, an efficient and flexible
Grid scheduling system is required to manage the job requests of the users. Further, the
independent resource providers typically want to maintain control of their Grid resources
by use of local management systems. This increases the complexity of the Grid allocation
task as those local management systems usually do not provide all system information due
to their architecture or due to policy restrictions. Similarly, it is difficult to consider the
requirements of individual jobs with complex workflows or complex scheduling objectives.
These scheduling objectives are a consequence of the differences in cost and quality of service
among the resources. Therefore, Grid scheduling significantly differs from conventional job
scheduling on parallel computer systems which has been addressed frequently in the past.
In this paper, we analyze the requirements for scheduling methods in a Grid environment.
This leads to implications for the architecture of a Grid scheduling system. Particularly, we
discuss several scheduling algorithms with respect to their suitability for Grids. First, we de-
scribe how conventional scheduling strategies for parallel systems can be extended to include
the Grid paradigm. As resource and job management problems in a Grid can be modelled
as a utility market, it seems appropriate to also consider economic and market-oriented
methods. Therefore, we discuss those methods and present a market-oriented scheduling
strategy and its exemplary implementation. The different strategies are evaluated by use
of simulations with trace based workloads for two scenarios. As a result, it is concluded
that conventional and economic strategies are both suitable in general for Grid scheduling.
Depending on the actual environment constraints in a real Grid system, both strategies
have their advantages and their drawbacks which are described in detail. Due to its higher
flexibility, the economic approach seems to be the solution of choice for Grid scheduling in
the long term.

1 Introduction

The technological progress during the last decades is especially apparent in the vast improvements
of computer technology. Although Moore’s law has repeatedly been considered to loose validity as
physical limits were approached, it still holds very well for many important aspects of computer
technology. Nevertheless, computing power remains a limited resource. On the one hand, this is
caused by new emerging complex applications which were enabled by the new technology. On the
other hand, many existing applications grow in their demand for computing power. Therefore,
it is not sufficient to improve the speed of processors, but in addition those processors must be
combined to parallel computers in order to satisfy the need for computing power.

Going one step further, combining those parallel architectures with a powerful network natu-
rally leads to concepts for metacomputing or Grid computing which have been subject of many
research efforts in the past years. As Grids include resources of different nature as, for instance,
CPU, network, data, or software [20, 14], it quickly became a key research goal to offer the user
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transparent access to those resources. This transparency is the reason to use the term “Grid” that
alludes to the Electrical Power Grid which provides all users with electrical power just on demand
without requiring any deeper insight about how and where the power has actually been gener-
ated. Similarly, a Computational Grid is supposed to provide computational power on demand
to all users without prior knowledge about the locations of the allocated resources. In general,
Grids usually denote the sharing of geographically distributed resources that belong to different
providers and reside in different administrative domains.

Even without considering the physical locations of the resources and their relations to each
other, it would be a cumbersome task for a user to find and utilize all required resources of a job
due to the individual access policies of the various providers. Thus, prior to accessing a remote
resource, a scheduling and negotiation process is required to automatically allocate computational
jobs to available resources. Although several core Grid services are already available, those higher-
level services for coordinating the resource access are still missing. Even existing complete Grid
systems, like, for instance, Condor, Legion, or Nimrod/G, deliver a full set of services only for
specific configurations.

In this paper, the requirements of Grid scheduling are addressed, and appropriate Grid schedul-
ing strategies are evaluated. We consider the scheduling of parallel batch jobs for Grid computing.
The workload of a Grid system is generated by independent users who submit their jobs over time.
It is the task of the scheduling system to decide when and where a job is executed and to allocate
resources to this job. This process is subject to the job requirements, the users’ objectives and
the resource providers’ policies to grant access to the resources. The various steps for performing
the scheduling task have been outlined by Schopf [22]. These steps include the finding of suitable
resources for such a request, the decision on which actually available resources to chose, and the
determination of the start of a particular application. As at least temporarily, more requests are
submitted than resources are available, this leads to resource conflicts which must be settled by
the scheduling algorithm. This is done under the premise to generate an efficient schedule.

This paper is a summarization of several different approaches for scheduling in Grid envi-
ronments. It is an extension of our previous work in [11, 9] with a more thorough analysis of
the Grid scheduling problem and a comparison of several different scheduling strategies [15]. We
first examine extensions of existing conventional scheduling algorithms which are in use on single
parallel computers [7] and its extension to multi-site job execution [6] and the achievable bene-
fit for the participation in Grids [10]. In addition, the application of economic, market-oriented
methods is discussed and analyzed [11, 9] as this approach provides many practical advantages for
Grids. By the very nature of Grid computing in which geographically distributed resources are
owned and maintained by different providers who often do not even know each other, the usage
of market-oriented models seems appropriate. These models have already been in discussion for
computational problems for some time. We evaluate a new economic method by simulations with
different workloads that are derived from real traces of parallel computers. In extension to our
previous work we provide a more detailed description of the approaches, a comparison and an
extended evaluation.

2 Background

While some computational Grids are based on resources within a single administrative domain,
like a large company, most computational Grids consist of resources with different providers. In
the latter case, most providers are not willing to exclusively assign their resources to the Grid. For
instance, a computer may temporarily be removed from a Grid to work solely on a local problem
if there is a need for it. In order to react immediately in those situations, providers typically insist
on local control over their resources which is achieved by use of a local management system.

On the other hand, as already mentioned, it would be a cumbersome and tedious task for
a potential Grid user to manually select all resources needed to run his Grid application. To
prevent those tasks from significantly slowing down the proliferation of computational Grids, a
specific Grid management system is needed. Ideally, such a Grid management system includes a
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separate scheduling layer that collects the Grid resources specified in a job request, considers all
requirements, and interacts with the local scheduling systems of the individual Grid resources.
Hence, the scheduling paradigm of a Grid management system will significantly deviate from that
of local or centralized schedulers for large computer systems which typically have immediate access
to all system information. Although it seems obvious that a Grid scheduler will consist of more
than a single scheduling layer, the details of an appropriate scheduling architecture have not yet
been established [25]. Nevertheless, it is clear that some layers are closer to the user (higher-
level scheduling instance) while others are directly affiliated with the resource (lower-level
scheduling instance). Of course, those different layers must exchange information among each
other.

In general, Grids may not be restricted to two levels of scheduling layers. For instance, a large
computational Grid may consist of several Sub-Grids. Each of those Sub-Grids has a separate
Grid management system. The Grid scheduler of one Sub-Grid may decide to forward the request
of a local user to another Grid scheduler from a second Sub-Grid. Then, this second Grid sched-
uler interacts with the local scheduling systems of the resources in its Sub-Grid. Clearly, three
scheduling instances are involved in this situation. The Grid scheduler of the second Sub-Grid is
a lower-level scheduling instance with respect to the Grid scheduler of the first Sub-Grid, while it
is a higher-level instance in the communication process with the local scheduling systems of the
second Sub-Grid. Of course, the scheduling instance in the lowest layer is always a local scheduling
system.

Presently, a variety of different local scheduling systems, like PBS, LoadLeveler, LSF, or Condor
[19], are installed in large computer systems. A Grid scheduling layer must exploit the capabili-
ties of those local scheduling systems to make efficient use of the corresponding Grid resources.
However, those capabilities are not the same for all local scheduling systems due to system het-
erogeneity.

All this leads to several general aspects that must be considered in designing a generic Grid
scheduling environment, see also Czajkowski et al.[5]:

Site Autonomy All resources of a Grid are typically not owned and maintained by the same
administrative instance.

Independent Schedulers A Grid scheduler has no exclusive control over all resources in a Grid.
Therefore, it must cooperate with the existing independent local schedulers.

Heterogeneous Substrate The resources usually have their own local management software
with different features depending on the local policies and functionalities of the management
software. Hence, the Grid scheduler has to cope with the limitations of the local management.

Online Problem The Grid scheduling takes place in an online environment where jobs are sub-
mitted at any time. Additionally, information on the current state of resources may be difficult
to obtain and to keep up to date.

Scalability and Reliability As the Grid is intended to span over a very large number of systems,
a Grid management system requires a high degree of scalability. The general Grid management
must remain operable even if some components are impacted by a resource failure.

Variable Scheduling Objectives The scheduling objectives may vary for each available re-
source according to the provider’s policy. In addition to the objectives of the provider the
needs of the users must also be taken into account.

Co-allocation Some applications need several resources from different providers at the same
time. The Grid scheduling system must be capable of coordinating these resources.

Resource Reservation Several complex applications require the reservation of resources in ad-
vance. Further, it is advantageous for the scheduler to consider system downtime or restricted
access that is known beforehand. Finally, advance reservations are required for co-allocated
resources or multi-site applications.

For the design and evaluation of Grid scheduling strategies, we distinguish two Grid computing
scenarios.

1. HPC Grids: Cooperation between a limited or moderate number of computing sites with
high performance computer systems and a dedicated user community.
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2. Global Grid: Large-scale Grids with a diverse number of resources and independent users.

The first scenario is currently the typical use case of a Grid. The relatively small user commu-
nity is part of a scientific community and often originates at one of the participating sites. This
scenario is also applicable for large commercial companies in which existing computing resources,
for instance at different locations, are used efficiently.

The second scenario represents the idea of a global large-scale Grid infrastructure in which
individual users have access to a large number of Grid resources. These resources belong to inde-
pendent and typically unknown providers. This scenario is the generally discussed and anticipated
long-term vision for Grid technology.

In the following, we analyze these two Grid scenarios. Both have different requirements which
must be taken into account when designing a Grid scheduling system. For instance, the scalability
issue is less important in the first scenario. There, it may not be necessary to pay much attention to
complex scheduling objectives including cost management and commercial Grid business models.
Therefore, we may use a different approach on Grid scheduling in this scenario by extending
existing scheduling methods for high performance computer systems. For evaluation purposes,
however, we use the same generic Grid model for both scenarios which allows us to compare the
presented methods later. But note that especially the second scenario covers a larger diversity of
Grids.

Our computational Grids consist of several independent computing resources which are linked
by interconnection networks. The term independent emphasizes the fact that the participating
resources are not controlled by a single entity and may be geographically distributed. While this
definition for a Grid does not determines details of the individual resources in the network, in
practice, these resources are often high performance computing components, like massive parallel
processors, networks with high speed and high bandwidth, or large databases. Only the component
at the user access point may not necessarily belong to this category. However, the user of such a
Grid system may not be aware of the internal system structure but has the illusion of a single virtual
machine. To support this concept, the Grid management system may use several components of
the system concurrently to solve a large problem. This is called multi-site execution.

In our studies, we assume that each participating site has a single massively parallel machine
that consists of several nodes. A parallel job can be allocated to any subset of nodes of a machine.
This model comes reasonably close to a Grid environment consisting of real systems like an IBM
RS/6000 Scalable Parallel Computer, a Sun Enterprise 12000, or an HPC cluster.

For simplicity all machines and all nodes in this study are identical. The machines at the dif-
ferent sites only differ in the number of nodes. The existence of different resource types would
additionally limit the number of suitable machines for a job. In a real implementation, a pres-
election step is part of the Grid scheduling process and is normally executed before the actual
scheduling takes place. After this preselection phase, the scheduler ideally chooses from several
resources that are all suitable for the job request. In this study, we neglect this preselection step
and focus on the remaining scheduling task. Therefore, in the following, it is assumed that all job
parts could be executed on any node.

The jobs are not preempted nor time-sharing is used. Thus, once started, a job runs until
completion. Furthermore, we do not consider the case that a job exceeds its allocated time. After
its submission, a job requests a fixed number of resources that are necessary for starting the job.
This number is not changed during the execution of the job, that is, jobs are neither moldable nor
malleable [13, 12].

As Grid workloads are not yet available, we model a Grid scenario with the help workloads
for single parallel machines. Here, jobs are submitted by independent users at the local sites. This
produces an incoming stream of jobs over time. Thus, we deal with an on-line scheduling problem
without any knowledge on future job submissions. The scheduling system allocates resources for
the jobs and determines its starting time. Then, the job is executed without any further user
interaction.

In a real implementation, the job data must be transferred to the remote site before the
execution. This transport of data requires additional time. This effect can often be hidden by
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Grid data management services which pre-fetch data before the execution and return output data
afterwards. In this case the resulting overhead is not necessarily part of the scheduling process.
For now, we neglect this data transport for the scheduling and discuss this decision in the later
evaluation.

3 Evaluation of Load-Sharing in Grids

Within this section, we address Grid scheduling strategies for the above mentioned Scenario 1. As
already pointed out the different scheduling strategies are derived from conventional scheduling on
parallel computers. In this first study, we consider different levels of cooperation methods between
the computing sites and analyze the impact on the scheduling quality in terms of minimization of
response times The scheduling algorithms are mainly based on the well known first-come-first-serve
(FCFS) strategy and its derivatives [18].
We start by considering the following 3 different cases.

1. Local Job Processing
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Fig. 1. Sites Executing All Jobs Locally.

Here, the computing resources at a site are dedicated only to their local users (see Figure 1).
Hence, each site has its own workload that is not shared with other sites. For our simulations,
we use the EASY backfilling algorithm of Lifka [18] that has been implemented for several
installations of high performance computers [26].

2. Job Sharing
In this case, all jobs are forwarded to a central Grid scheduler as seen in Figure 2. Note that
this scheduler may be implemented in a distributed fashion. Such an implementation requires
an additional management overhead for exchanging information about the current state of
the queues and schedules in the system. Nevertheless, it knows about all submitted jobs. This
is only possible in the HPC Grid Scenario 1 where the number of different sites is limited.
However, in practice a local system may decide to forward only a subset of its local job to
a Grid scheduler. The scheduling algorithms consist of two steps representing two layers of a
Grid scheduler. In the first step, the machine is selected, while in the second step, the actual
scheduling on the target machine is executed.
Step 1 - Machine Selection: There are several methods possible for selecting the target

machine. For instance, other simulations [15] showed good results for a selection strategy
called BestFit. Here, the machine is selected on which the job would leave the least number
of idle resources if it is started there as soon as possible.
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Fig. 2. Sites Sharing Jobs and Resources.

Step 2 - Scheduling Algorithm: Again, EASY backfill is used.
3. Multi-Site Computing

This case allows the concurrent execution of a job on more than one machine. It comes closest
to the concept of a single large virtual machine while the usage of multi-site applications
has been theoretically discussed for quite some time [2]. There are only few real multi-site
applications in practice. Therefore, there are no data to determine the effect of multi-site
execution on the execution time of a job.
In our model, the local schedulers forward all jobs to a Grid scheduler. This time, the Grid
scheduler does not simply select a single site for job execution but may also split jobs to be
executed across site boundaries (see Figure 3). Note, that the job parts still run in parallel on
the different sites.
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Fig. 3. Support for Multi-Site Execution of Jobs.

Again, there are several strategies possible for multi-site scheduling. Here, we use a scheduler
that first tries to find a site with sufficient currently idle resources for immediately starting the
job. If such a machine is not available, the scheduler tries to allocate resources from different
sites for the job. To this end, the sites are sorted in the descending order of idle resources
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which are then allocated in this order to the job. This way, the number of execution sites is
minimized. If there are not enough free resources available for a job, it is queued and backfilling
is later applied.

sum of all
free resource
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resources?

place job in waiting

queue

Yes

No

initiate backfilling
start job in Multi-Site

mode

single free machine >=
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No
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potential
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for Multi-Site Scheduling.

Spreading job parts over different sites usually
produces an additional overhead. This over-
head is a result of the process communication
during run-time which must be partially exe-
cuted over the WAN. However, as WAN net-
works become faster, this overhead may de-
crease over time. Further, it depends on the
particular application. For those jobs with lim-
ited communication demand there is only a
small impact. The overhead in a real Grid
scenario highly depends on the job communi-
cation pattern and the network configuration
between the sites. Due to the lack of available
data, we assume a proportional increase for
the execution time of all multi-site jobs. To
this end, we model the influence of the over-
head by extending the required execution time
ri to r∗i for a job i that runs on multiple sites
by a constant factor:
r∗i = (1 + p) · ri with p = 0 .. 300 % in steps
of 5%.
Note, without the introduction of any penalty
for multi-site execution, the Grid would be-
have like a single large computer. Hence, multi-
site scheduling will ideally outperform all other
scheduling strategies.
Further, we also examined an improved multi-
site strategy. In this algorithm, the earliest po-
tential completion time of the job running on
a single machine is compared to the comple-
tion time of a multi-site job execution with the
additional overhead. The better alternative is
chosen, see Figure 4. Note that this is only an

estimation as the real starting time of the job may vary depending on the completion time of
jobs ahead in the queue.

3.1 Machine Configurations

We considered several Grid configurations in our evaluation to determine the robustness of our
results. In order to allow comparisons between the results of different configurations, we use the
same workloads and require that the sum of all nodes in each configuration comprises exactly 512.
Those nodes are partitioned into various machine configurations as shown in Table 1.

The configurations m64-8, m128-4 and m256-2 represent several sites with 8, 4 and 2 identical
machines, respectively. They are balanced as there is an equal number of nodes at each machine.
The configurations m384-6 and m256-5 are examples of a large computing center with several
smaller client sites.

Finally, the reference configuration m512-1 consists of a single site with one large machine. In
this case no Grid computing is used. This reference configuration yields the best scheduling output
which is possible without partitioning the compute resources into several machines and without
any overhead due to Grid scheduling.
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identifier configuration max. size sum

m64-18 4 · 64 + 6 · 32 + 8 · 8 64 512

m64-8 8 · 64 64 512

m128-4 4 · 128 128 512

m256-2 2 · 256 256 512

m256-5 1 · 256 + 4 · 64 256 512

m384-6 1 · 384 + 1 · 64 + 4 · 16 384 512

m512-1 1 · 512 512 512
Table 1. Resource Configurations.

3.2 Workload Model

The evaluation of Grid scheduling strategies is not only based on the chosen machine configuration
but also on the workload models. In the following, we present the workload models which we used
in the simulations of our evaluation.

It is known that scheduling systems are sensitive to the workload. Therefore, it is important to
select realistic workloads. They can either be based on workload models or on real workloads. In
the first case, a job generator produces a stream of jobs based in the workload model. Significant
research efforts have been done for creating appropriate models [28, 27, 21]. However, those models
are still not able to express all relevant characteristics of real workloads. For instance, many
hidden characteristics like temporal patterns, dependencies between jobs, or user behaviors are
rarely considered.

Due to this lack of appropriate workload models, we derive suitable input data from real job
traces which are available in the Standard Workload Archive [29]. In order to use these traces
for our study, it is necessary to modify them to simulate submissions at independent sites with
local users. To this end, the jobs from the real traces are assigned in a round-robin fashion to the
different sites. However, it is typical for many known workloads to favor jobs requiring 2x nodes.
For example, the used workload from the Cornell Theory Center (CTC) shows this characteristic
too[16]. Configurations with smaller machines would be put into disadvantage if the number of
nodes on these machines is not a power of 2. To this end, we selected configurations with a total
number of 512 nodes.

As we already discussed, the quality of a scheduler highly depends on the used workload. To
minimize the risk that singular and abnormal workload characteristics affect the validity of our
results, the evaluation simulations have been done for 4 different workload sets which are all taken
or derived from the same user group of the corresponding real installation.
Specifically, we use:

– three extracts of original CTC traces and
– one synthetic workload generated by a probabilistic workload model on the basis of the CTC

traces.

Each workload set consists of 10000 jobs which corresponds in real time to a period of more than
three months.

The synthetic workload is very similar to the original CTC data set. It has been generated to
prevent that potential singular effects in real traces, like a down-time of the real system, affect the
accuracy of the results.

Special care has to be taken in our simulation for handling the ”wide” jobs which are contained
in the original workload traces. These are jobs within the workload which require more processing
nodes than available on a machine. For instance, the widest job in the CTC traces requests
336 processing nodes. It cannot be executed in all of our Grid configurations. To permit a valid
comparison of the simulation results, no job must be neglected. Therefore, we assume that the
corresponding workloads of wide jobs are still generated at single sites. The wide jobs are split
up into several parts of the local machine size to allow their execution (Modification 1 ). We also
examined two other workload modifications. In one case, the job size is limited by the size of
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the largest machine in the configuration (Modification 2 ). Here, users can submit jobs that are
wider than the local machine size. In another case, all jobs are split up into several parts with
maximum 64 nodes to allow their execution on all examined configurations (Modification 3 ). Every
configuration has a machine that consists of at least 64 nodes. To allow the comparison of different
configurations for job sharing the following modifications have been applied to each aforementioned
workload.

The workloads with modification 1 and 3 were executed in all 3 scheduling cases. The workloads
with modification 2 were simulated for the job-sharing and multi-site case. Note, that all of these
modifications do not alter the overall amount of workload. Wit our modifications large jobs are
split up, but they are still generated at the same site. Depending on the case, a user may submit
jobs larger than locally available. The simulations allow the examination of the impact caused by
wider jobs on the schedule.

identifier description

W1 An extract of the original CTC traces from job 10000 to 20000.

W2 An extract of the original CTC traces from job 30000 to 40000.

W3 An extract of the original CTC traces from job 60000 to 70000.

W4 The synthetically generated workload derived from the CTC workload traces.

Table 2. The Used Workloads.

The input workloads are summarized in Table 2 and an identifier is introduced for each work-
load. The selection of workloads and the application to different machine configurations prevents
the over- or underutilization of machines. If there are not enough jobs to be executed on a ma-
chine, the results may lead to wrong interpretations due to unrealistic modelling. The backlog of
a scheduling system is a good indicator to check the utilization. The backlog is the workload that
is queued at any time instant as there are not enough free resources to start the jobs. A small
or even no backlog indicates that the system is not fully utilized. In our evaluations, we could
show that all traces provide enough workload to keep a sufficient backlog on all systems (see also
results from [15, 8]): The average weighted wait time of all jobs is between 45 minutes and more
than two hours which indicates the existence of an appropriate backlog. The examination of the
actual schedules also shows that there was no job starvation. That is, the backlog did not grow
significantly during the simulation which would have been the case if the machines are not capable
to master the workload.

3.3 Simulation Results

For the evaluation of the different structures and algorithms discrete event simulations have been
performed, see also [8, 7, 6]. We use the average weighted response time (AWRT) as the measure
in this study. Note that each job j in the set of all jobs τ is released at time rj . The response time
of each job j is weighted by its processor number mj multiplied by its runtime pj . Furthermore,
the completion time of job j within the resulting schedule S is denoted by Cj(S). This weighting
prevents any prioritization of small over wider jobs in terms of the average weighted response time
if no resources are left idle [23, 24]. Thus, the average weighted response time is defined as follows:

AWRT =

∑

j∈τ

(mj · pj · (Cj(S) − rj))
∑

j∈τ

mj · pj

Job-Sharing The usage of job-sharing improved the average weighted response time in all ex-
amined machine configuration and in all workloads in comparison to the local job execution. In
the m128-4 configuration for example the improvement is over 50% (see Figure 5). The achieved
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Fig. 5. Average Weighted Response Time for the m128-4 Configuration and Workload W4 with Modifi-
cation 2.

results are similar for all other simulations. As mentioned before large jobs that are wider than
the local machine have been split up into smaller jobs which are sequentially executed on the local
system. This leads to an increase of the AWRT as the workload of these wide jobs is still generated
and submitted at the same time as the original wide job, but the sequential execution leads to a
delay of job parts. Job-sharing on the other hand allows the transfer of jobs to remote machines.

Multi-Site Computing Next, we examine the influence of using multi-site execution. The results
show that further improvements on the AWRT can be achieved in comparison to job-sharing. As
a reference the result for a single machine with 512 nodes is used (Figure 5). As expected, the
average weighted response time without overhead for multi-site is near to the m512-1 result, see
Figure 5. The difference is caused as the multi-site strategy is quite simple and does not fully
exploit the potential of all available machines.
Moreover, multi-site execution is also beneficial compared to job-sharing even for an overhead of
about 25% on the execution time (Figure 5). Similar results are achieved for other configurations,
see [7, 8]. The mentioned results, as given in Figure 5, showed the least effective improvements in
comparison to other examined workloads. The average weighted response time in other configura-
tions delivered even better results. Therefore, the tolerable overhead on multi-site executed jobs
can even be larger.

Examining the sensitivity on different machine configurations, the simulation results show
that configurations with larger machines provide significant better scheduling results than machine
configurations that are higher fragmented, see Figure 6 for all machine configurations and workload
W4.

The increase of the AWRT results from two effects. First, the overall workload increases as all
multi-site jobs have a longer execution time due to the overhead (p). Second, we can make the
observation that the number of multi-site jobs increases with additional overhead. Table 3 shows
the number of multi-site jobs for machine configuration m128-4 for different workloads and different
multi-site parameters p. The effect can be seen for all workloads. This process is not monotone,
but the difference between the number of multi-site jobs for p=0% and p=60% is always at least
30%. This behavior results from the scheduling policy to schedule all jobs as soon as possible after
submission. Because of an increased execution time of all multi-site jobs the number of idle times
within the schedule decreases and the probability of free resources within one machine decreases
as well. Therefore more jobs are started in multi-site mode.
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Fig. 6. The Average Weighted Response Time in Seconds for Workload W4 and all Machine Configurations
and Multi-Site Scheduling.

The previous results showed that jobs running in multi-site mode are in majority jobs with
a higher resource demand [8, 7]. This can be concluded because 5% to 10% of all jobs are multi-
site jobs while they are responsible for about 20% to 40% of the whole amount of workload
depending on the used job trace. This effect even increases for a higher multi-site overhead (p) and
is responsible for the mentioned results. However, for machine configurations m384-6 job sharing
always yields better results than multi-site scheduling. This effect results from the algorithm for
multi-site scheduling. Here, a job that is considered for multi-site execution can be started earlier
as previously submitted but not yet started jobs. In that case, this strategy does not consider
backfilling for the waiting jobs.

The job sharing and multi-site execution of jobs in configurations with bigger machines is ad-
vantageous to configurations with more smaller machines. In our example the m64-8 configurations
produces to upto 25% better AWRT results in comparison to m64-18. The comparison between
the configurations m64-8, m128-4 and m256-2 shows that the use of bigger machines produces
favorably better scheduling results.

Figure 7 shows the average weighted response time for the improved multi-site scheduling. The
improvements can be seen in comparison to Figure 6. In general, the average weighted response
time is lowered for each configuration by the application of this improved strategy. That is, the
Grid in these settings can handle multi-site jobs with a higher penalty while still improving against
the job sharing scheduling case. However, as it can be seen in the Figure, for configurations with
large parallel machines job sharing often still yields better results than multi-site computing.

Note, that in resource configuration m384-6 multi-site execution is not necessary, as the largest
job within the workload requests only 336 nodes and can therefore be executed on the machine
with 384 nodes. Even an overhead of 300% in resource configuration m384-6 yields 4% execution
of all jobs in multi-site mode. This is only a 42% reduction compared to an overhead of 30% in
the same configuration. Whereas the resource consumption of the multi-site jobs decreases to 30%
in the same case. Overall, increasing the overhead ten times from 30% to 300% only results in an
increase of the average weighted response time of about 7% in this configuration.
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file W1 W2 W3 W4
[jobs]=̂[10−2%] [jobs]=̂[10−2%] [jobs]=̂[10−2%] [jobs]=̂[10−2%]

p=0% 539 431 840 774

p=5% 543 436 850 769

p=10% 582 448 928 827

p=15% 572 490 917 906

p=20% 583 546 946 946

p=25% 601 567 951 1042

p=30% 622 521 979 1026

p=35% 637 523 1036 1063

p=40% 647 534 1106 1012

p=45% 673 597 1008 1181

p=50% 755 579 1029 1188

p=55% 748 578 1086 1233

p=60% 746 638 1114 1177

Table 3. Number of Multi-Site Jobs for Different Workloads and Different Parameters Using Machine
Configuration m128-4.

Note, we do not conclude that multi-site is suitable for all applications. WAN networks are in
terms of latency in the order of 2-3 magnitudes slower than common fast interconnection networks
between nodes inside a parallel computer, e.g. an IBM SP Switch. Thus, the actual overhead caused
by multi-site may be much higher. The question if multi-site execution is suitable, depends on many
factors as e.g. the actual communication pattern, the requirement in data I/O of input/output
data. Nevertheless, the results indicate that multi-site execution may be beneficial in terms of
response time reduction for applications with a limited demand in communication as presented in
our results.

Our evaluations showed good results for the average weighted response time. Other examina-
tions not presented here showed also that high utilization of the machines were achieved.

4 Market-Oriented Scheduling

In the following we examine the Global Grid scenario in more detail. In such a Grid environment,
there are much more different users and providers which typically do not know each other. Here,
the complete scheduling considerations presented in Section 2 is taken into account. While the
optimization goal on a single parallel machine or in a small Grid is usually the minimization of the
completion time of a computational job, in a large-scale Grid we might encounter more complex
scheduling objectives. Here, criteria have to be considered like for instance cost, quality of service or
additional time constraints, e.g. given start and completion time limits. The examined algorithms
in the previous sections are mostly derivations of list-schedulers that are usually predestined for a
single overall objective.

For the Global Grid scenario, other scheduling approaches are necessary that may deal better
with different user objectives as well as provider and resource policies. The independent users or
resource providers in future Grids can be compared to a society in which independent parties
trade for goods; in our case a good is the node allocation for a certain time. This is a typical
application scenario in which economic models are used. In the following, we want to address
the idea of applying economic models to the scheduling task. To this end a market-economic
method for Grid scheduling is presented and analyzed [9]. In our study we use the same evaluation
process from the previous sections. However, the quality of an economic scheduling process is more
difficult to measure as the former single objective is now dependent on the specific and variable
objective formulation and the corresponding cost-metric. While there is a high degree of freedom
in these processes, heuristics are often applied to limit the necessary time to exert the market
methods. Because economic methods support different objectives, it is difficult to compare and
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Adaptive Schedules for Workload W4.

evaluate such methods to other approaches. As there are no information about Grid workloads nor
user objectives and cost models available, we compare the market-oriented with the conventional
scheduling strategies as presented in Section 3. Therefore, we consider again only the response
time minimization in our simulations. However, here we do not exploit all additional features of
the economic model like the support for variable objective formulation.

4.1 Market Methods

Market methods for scheduling computational power have been subject of research for quite some
time. Such economic methods have also been applied in various contexts including Grids, see
the references given by Buyya [4] or by Cheliothis and Kenyon [17]. The supply and demand
mechanisms provide the possibility to optimize different objectives of the market participants. It
is expected that such methods provide high robustness and flexibility in case of failures and a high
adaptability during changes.

It has to be emphasized that a market method is an equilibrium protocol and not a complete
algorithm. Various methods, like the execution of auctions [33], have been developed to obtain
this equilibrium. Common examples for auctions are: the English Auction, the Dutch Auction, the
Sealed Bid Auction and the Double Auction, see Walsh et al. [31]. More details about the general
equilibrium and its existence are given by Ygge [34].

In the following, we present our economic scheduling method for Grids. In contrast to the
above mentioned approaches, we consider the flexible definition of scheduling objectives for each
individual job request and each resource offer. Earlier applications of similar methods can be found
in the WALRAS and Enterprise method. As our strategy is derived from these methods, we briefly
introduce their main concepts.

The WALRAS method is a classic approach that translates a complex, distributed problem
into an equilibrium problem [1]. It is based on the assumption of perfect competition, that is, the
agents representing the market participants do not try to manipulate the prices with the help
of speculation. To solve the equilibrium problem, the WALRAS method uses a Double Auction.
During that process, all agents send their utility functions to a central auctioneer who calculates
the equilibrium prices. A separate auction is started for every good. At the end, the resulting
prices are transmitted back to all agents. As the utility of goods may not be independent for
the agents, they can react on the new equilibrium prices by re-adjusting their utility functions.
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Subsequently, the process starts again. This iteration is repeated until the equilibrium prices are
stabilized. As we will show later, we substitute in our application the central auctioneer by a
decentralized equilibration algorithm.

The Enterprise [30] system is another example for market methods. Here, machines create offers
for jobs to be run on those machines. To this end, all jobs describe their necessary environment
in detail. After all machines have created their offers, the jobs select between these offers. The
machine that provides the shortest response time has the highest priority and will be chosen by
the job. All machines have a priority scheme where jobs with a shorter run time have a higher
priority. Although our model is based on this Enterprise method, it is not restricted to a single
objective function.

4.2 Economic Scheduling Model

In contrast to Buyya et al. [3, 4] or Waldspurger [32], our scheduling model does not rely on a single
central scheduling instance. Moreover, we use a peer-to-peer like approach in which all participants
act independently and may have different objectives and policies. Our method also supports the
co-allocation of distributed resources in different domains. This feature is useful for multi-site job
execution.
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Fig. 8. Scheduling Steps.

The general application flow in our grid job scheduling infrastructure is presented in Figure
8. We assume that each user has access to at least one computing site which may be his local
resource provider. In our scheduling model a user submits his job request to the scheduler of his
local domain. The scheduler first analyzes this request and, if possible, creates new offers for all
local machines. After this step, a first selection takes place in which only the best offers are selected.
The remaining request is forwarded to the schedulers of other known domains. This is possible as
long as the search depth of involved domains for this request is not exceeded and the time to live
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value for this request is still valid. Several strategies are possible to select which domain is queried
next for offers.

This peer-to-peer approach allows the exploitation of network-locality as users can query their
local or nearest domain first and the request is then forwarded to related sites. To this end, each
domain manages a list of other domains it may query for offers. Such a list can be manually or
automatically maintained with the option to consider a network structure or logical hierarchy.
Furthermore, it is possible to include information services that provide addresses for domains and
information on the available resources. Note that the presented model can be applied to Grid
infrastructures with dedicated information services as well as to completely decentralized peer-to-
peer configurations.

The remote domains create new offers and return their best offer to the requesting domain. A
domain does not answer to a request for a job if this request has already been processed before, that
is, a domain answers any request for a job only once in case the same request may be forwarded
from different domains. Afterwards, a second selection process takes place in order to find the best
offers among the returned results of this particular domain.

4.3 Economic Scheduling Algorithm

This section includes a description of the scheduling algorithm that has been implemented for the
presented infrastructure. The general application flow can be seen in Figure 9.

Note that this method is an auction with neither a central nor a de-central auctioneer. More-
over, the different objective functions of all participants are used for the equilibration process. For
each potential offer o of request i the utility value UV i,o is evaluated and returned within the offer
to the originating domain that has received the user’s request. The utility values are calculated by
the user supplied utility function UFi which can be extracted from the job and offer parameters.
In addition the machine value MVi,j of the corresponding machine j can be included.

UVi,o = UFi(MVi,j , o); MVi,j = MFj(i)
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This machine value is derived from the machine objective function MF . The originating domain
selects the offer with the highest utility value UVi,o. In principle, this domain acts as an auctioneer.
A more detailed explanation of the local offer generation is given in Figure 10.

Within the Check Request phase, it is determined if either the best offer will be automatically
selected or if the user is going to select the best offer interactively among a given number of
possible offers. In the same step, it is checked whether the user supplied budget is sufficient
in order to process the job at the local machines in the domain. Additionally, it is determined
whether the local resources meet the requirements of the request. Next, the necessary scheduling
parameters are extracted. The parameters include the earliest start time of the job, the deadline,
the maximum search time, the time until the resources will be reserved for the job (reservation
time), the expected run time and the number of required resources. The utility function is another
parameter which is applied in the further selection process.

If not enough resources can be found during the Check Request phase, but all other requirements
can be satisfied by the local resources, a multi-site scheduling can be initiated to gather the
additional resources which are necessary to satisfy the request. The ability of integrating such
co-allocation strategies into this model will later be discussed in a more detail, see Section 4.4.

The next step Search for idle intervals within the schedule tries to find all idle time intervals
within the requested time frame on the suitable resources. For a simple example assume a parallel
computer with dedicated nodes as the resources. An example schedule is given in Figure 12. The
black areas within the schedule are already allocated by other jobs. Now, a new incoming job
requests three nodes and has a start time A, an deadline D and a run time less than (C − B).
First, idle time intervals are extracted for each node. Next, these elements are combined in order
to find possible solutions. To this end, a list is created with triples of the form {time, node number,
d}, where d equals (+1) if the node with the specified number is free at the examined time; d
equals (-1) otherwise.
The generated list is used to find possible solutions as shown in the pseudo code in Figure 11.

list tempList;

time t = first time in sourceList;

LOOP: while(not enough offers found) {

while(sourceList not empty) {

tripleList = get and remove all next elements of sourceList with time t;

test for all elements in tempList whether the difference between the beginning of

the idle interval and time t is greater or equal to the run time of the job;

if(number of elements in tempList, which fulfill the time

condition, is greater or equal the needed number of nodes) {

create an offer from the elements of the tempList;

}

according to value d add or substract all elements in tripleList from tempList;

get next time t in sourceList;

}

}

Fig. 11. Algorithm for Creating Possible Offers.

The given algorithm creates possible offers that are specified by start, end, run time and the
requested number of nodes. Note, that we did not yet show how the offer is created from the
node elements of idle time intervals in this list. This is achieved by the following algorithm. The
algorithm has the goal to find a set of resources from a given list of idle time intervals. This has
to take into account that idle times at resource elements may have different start and end times.
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The resulting possible node allocations are characterized by the earliest start and latest end time.
To this end a derivation of a bucket sort is used. In the first step, all intervals with the same start
time are collected in the same bucket. In the second step, for each bucket the elements with the
same end time are collected in new buckets. At the end each bucket has a list of resources available
between the same start and end time.

For the example above, the algorithm creates three bucket as shown in Figures 13, 14 and
15. After the creations of these buckets, suitable offers are generated either with elements from
one bucket if the bucket includes enough resources or by combining elements of different buckets.
When using elements from different buckets with potentially different start and end times, the
maximum start and the minimum end time must be calculated. In our example only Bucket 1 can
satisfy the requirements alone and therefore an offer can be built by using for instance Resources
1, 2 and 5.

In order to generate additional different offers, all buckets, which alone can satisfy a request
with its own elements, are modified to contain one resource less than the required number. Af-
terwards, the previous process of offer generation is repeated again. If a bucket does not contain
enough elements to satisfy a request, all elements of this bucket are taken into a new bucket. For
our example this is true for the Buckets 2 and 3. If not enough offers have been found and no
bucket is further available, it is checked whether the remaining number of elements in all buckets
combined suffice the requested node number. If this is the case, the bucket elements are combined
and the start and end times are adjusted to the maximum start and minimum end time. In our
example, the set of solutions including combinations from Bucket 1 is: {{1,2,5}, {1,2,3}, {1,2,4},
{1,2,7}, {1,3,4}, {1,3,7}, {1,4,7}, {2,3,4}, {2,3,7}, {3,4,7}}.

After finishing the phase Search for idle intervals within the schedule from Figure 10, a course
grain selection of one of these intervals takes place in the next step. In general, a large number of
solutions could be created with only small changes for the start and end time and then selecting the
interval with the highest utility value. Due to the time constraints of the scheduling algorithm, this
is not feasible in practice. Therefore, we use a heuristic that first selects several initial combinations.
The start and end times for these combinations are modified to improve the utility value. The
combination with the highest utility value is selected as the resulting offer (in Phase “fine selection
of an interval” in Figure 10). This approach can be parameterized by the number of steps denoting
the number of different start and end times within the given time interval. Note that as we do
not require the utility function to be monotone. Therefore, this selection process is a heuristic
approach.
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After finishing the algorithm in this last step, several possible offers have been generated.
We did not yet specify the utility functions of the machine provider and the user. In our imple-

mentation, any mathematical formula, using any valid time and resource variables, is supported.
Overall, in our approach we select among the offers the solution with the highest value for the
user’s utility function. Note, that this process does not necessarily yield the global maximum
among all possible offers. The linkage to the objective function of the machine provider is created
by the price for the machine usage which equals the machine provider’s utility function. The user
can include this price in his utility function.
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The provider of the machine can formulate a utility function in which additional variables
can occur that depend on the resulting schedule. Figure 16 shows variables that are used in
our implementation. The variable before specifies the processor times in the schedule in which the
corresponding resources (nodes) are unused before the job allocation. The variable after determines
the processor times of unused resources after the job to the start of next job start on the according
resources or to the end of the schedule. The variable parallel specifies the concurrently idle resource
times during the allocation of the job. In a graphical depiction of a schedule as in Figure 16, this
is the idle area parallel to the job for all nodes of the machine. The variable utilization specifies
the utilization of the machine if the job is allocated. This is defined by the ratio of the sum of all
allocated processor times and the whole available processor times from the current time instant
to the end of the schedule.

4.4 Co-Allocation (Multi-Site Scheduling)

In the following we cover the situation when none of the local machines is alone able to compute
the job. In that case, a multi-site allocation is sought by co-allocating resources from different
machines. As shown in Figure 10, a domain might request resources from other domains. This
process is only initiated if there is no single machine in any domain able to satisfy the request.
The main problem of multi-site scheduling is to find several appropriate resources to execute the
whole job in parallel. The missing resources are queried from other domains by additional requests
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for fixed time frames. To this end, several different start times are tried within the possible time
interval given in the job request. The process finishes if a solution is found or a time limit is
reached.

We used this co-allocation mechanism in our evaluation for executing computational jobs spread
over different machines. However, this approach can easily be extended for co-allocating and coor-
dinating different resource types. The same method can be applied to make reservation of network
bandwidth, storage or software in conjunction with a computational job. The need for more com-
plex coordination can be found in workflows in which different job steps may have dependencies.
Within the presented economic model, the capability to individually request certain resource offers
can be used to build sophisticated Grid schedulers for such coordination tasks.

4.5 Simulation and Evaluation

We examine the performance of the economic scheduling method by assuming that the overall
objective is actually the reduction of the overall response time. This allows the comparison to
the conventional scheduling algorithms as presented in the previous section. For this economic
scheduling model we have to use corresponding utility functions for minimizing the response time.
However, we do not know yet which objective functions for machines and users achieve a low
average weighted response time. Therefore, several utility functions have been examined in this
work as a first starting point.

Resource Configurations We use the same configurations as presented in Section 3.1 in Table 1.
Again, all configurations use a total of 512 resources.

For the simulations, 6 different provider objective functions were used. Here, we briefly describe
the first provider machine function MF1 whose included terms are also used in the other functions:

NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

calculates the processor times that the job is using within the schedule. The second term calculates
the idle processor times before and after the job as well as the parallel idle times for all other
resources within the local schedule (see Figure 16.):

before + after + parallel.

The last term of the formula is:

1 − parallel rel,

where parallel rel describes the relation between the idle processor times in parallel to the job
within the schedule (parallel) and the processor times actual used by the job. A small factor
describes that the idle processor times in parallel are small in comparison to the job resource
consumption. This leads to the following objective function MF1 and its derivations MF2 - MF6:

MF1 = (NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

+ after + before + parallel) · (1 − parallel rel)

MF2 = (NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

+ after + before + parallel),

MF3 = (NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

+ after + before) · (1 − parallel rel),

MF4 = (NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

+ parallel) · (1 − parallel rel),

MF5 = (NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

+ after + parallel) · (1 − parallel rel),

MF6 = (NumberOfProcessors · RunTime

+ before + parallel) · (1 − parallel rel).
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Fig. 17. Comparison Between Economic and Conventional Scheduling.

Job Configurations For the evaluation we use the same workloads as described in Table 2 of
Section 3. Additionally, a utility function for each job is now necessary to represent the preferences
of the corresponding user. To this end, the following 5 user utility functions (UF) have been applied
in our simulations. During a simulation, we assume that all users have the same utility function.
Again, these are example utility functions to get first information on the impact on the scheduling
performance. Further work is necessary for optimizing these functions for real applications.

The first user utility function prefers the earliest start time of the job. All processing costs are
ignored.

UF1 = (−StartT ime).

The second user utility function only considers the calculation costs caused by the job.

UF2 = (−JobCost).

The last user utility functions are combinations of the first two, but with different weights.

UF3 = (−(StartT ime + JobCost))
UF4 = (−(StartT ime + 2 · JobCost))
UF5 = (−(2 · StartT ime + JobCost)).

Results for the Economic Strategies Figure 17 shows a comparison of the average weighted
response time for the economic method and for the conventional first-come-first-serve/backfilling
scheduling system. For both systems the best achieved results have been selected. Note, that the
used machine and utility functions differ between the economic simulations. The results show that
for all used workloads and all resource configurations the economically based scheduling system
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Fig. 18. Comparison Between Economic and Conventional Scheduling for the Resource Configurations
m128 and m512 Using MF1 - UF1.

has the capability to outperform the conventional first-come-first-serve/backfilling strategy. Note
that the economic scheduler is able to outperform backfilling as it is not restricted in job execution
order. Figure 17 shows the best results for the economic scheduling system.

Figure 18 gives a comparison between the economic and the conventional scheduling system
for only one machine/utility function combination. The used combination of MF1 and UF1 out-
performs the conventional system for all used workloads and the configurations m128 and m512.

Certain combinations of machine and user utility functions can provide good results for different
workloads. In the following, we compare different machine/utility functions which are exemplarily
shown for the resource configuration m128. In Figure 19 the average weighted response time is
given for all different machine functions in combination with utility function UF3. The average
weighted response time for the machine function MF2 performs significantly better than all other
machine functions. Here, the factor 1− parallel rel, which is used in all other machine functions,
does not work well for this machine configuration. Instead it seems to be beneficial to use absolute
values for the processor times, e.g. (NumberOfProcessors·RunTime+after+before+parallel).
Unexpectedly, Figure 19 also shows that the intention to reduce the free areas within the schedule
before a job starts (with attribute before) results in very poor average weighted response times
(see the results for MF1, MF3, MF6).

Utility function UF1, which only takes the job start time into account, results in the best
average weighted response time. In this case, no attention was paid to the resulting job cost. This
means that no minimization of the idle processor times in parallel to the job is regarded. The
utility functions which include this job cost yield inferior results in terms of the average weighted
response times. The second best result originates from the usage of the utility function UF3. In
opposite to UF1 the starting time and the job costs are equally weighted. A higher response
time was achieved for all other utility combinations, in which either only the job costs (UF2) or
unbalanced weights for the starting time are used.
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Fig. 19. The Resulting Average Weighted Response for Resource Configuration m128, Utility Function
UF3 and Several Machine Functions for Workload W4.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we distinguished between two different Grid scenarios. The first scenario resembles
HPC Grids with a limited number of participating sites and a dedicated user community. The
second scenario considers a Global Grid with potentially a large number of users and resource
providers. We presented scheduling strategies for these scenarios and examined the performance
by discrete event simulations for different workloads and machine configurations.

The results demonstrate that the used economical model can achieve results within the range
of conventional algorithms in terms of the average weighted response time. However in comparison
to the conventional methods, the economical method leaves a much higher flexibility in defining
the desired resources. Also the problems of site autonomy, heterogenous resources and individual
provider policies are solved by the structure of this economic approach. Moreover, the provider
and user utility functions may be set individually for each job request. Additionally, features as co-
allocation and multi-site scheduling over different resource domains are supported. Especially the
advance reservation of resources is an advantage. In comparison to conventional scheduling systems
there is instant feedback by the scheduler on the expected start time of a job already at submit
time. Note, that the examined utility functions in the simulations are first approaches and leave
room for further analysis and optimization. A more extensive parameter study for comprehensive
knowledge on their influence on cost and execution time is necessary.

In general, it seems advantageous to consider market-oriented scheduling strategies for future
Grid systems. The presented results show that these strategies can concur with conventional
methods while providing a wide range of additional features that will be essential for Grids.
A key element for establishing efficient scheduling strategies for Grids is the standardization of
corresponding protocols and interfaces for a Grid scheduling architecture. Based on our research
results, it seems likely that such an architecture can be designed without any restriction to a
particular scheduling strategy. That is, it should be possible to build Grid markets in which
different providers maintain individual local scheduling strategies. Similarly, it is unlikely that a
single Grid scheduling strategy will fit all user requirements. But in such a Grid market there is
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the flexibility to have individual Grid scheduling instances that cooperate with each other or with
local resource management system by negotiating about agreement.

Current Grid scheduling research suffers from the limited knowledge about actual Grid users
and workloads. Therefore, we limited our examinations in this work on existing workload traces
from real computing sites and a corresponding scheduling objective. Future work will incorporate
more extensive user and workload models as well as exploration on new Grid business models.

Further research is necessary to extend the presented model to incorporate network, data and
storage as limited resources which have to be managed and scheduled as well. In this case additional
service can be designed similar to a managed computing resource which provides information on
offers or guarantees for possible allocations, e.g. quality-of-service features.
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